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ABSTRACT
Quantifying the moral narratives expressed in the user-generated
text, news, or public discourses is fundamental for understanding individuals’ concerns and viewpoints and preventing violent protests
and social polarisation. The Moral Foundation Theory (MFT) was
developed precisely to operationalise morality in a five-dimensional
scale system. Recent developments of the theory urged for the introduction of a new foundation, liberty. Being only recently added
to the theory, there are no available linguistic resources to assess
liberty from text corpora. Given its importance to current social
issues such as the vaccination debate, we propose a data-driven
approach to derive a liberty lexicon based on aligned documents
from online encyclopedias with different worldviews. Despite the
preliminary nature of our study, we show proof of the concept that
large encyclopedia corpora can point out differences in the way
people with contrasting viewpoints express themselves. Such differences can be used to derive a novel lexicon, identifying linguistic
markers of the liberty foundation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Moral values are fundamental to our decision-making process on
everyday matters. When taking a stance towards a social issue, for
instance, global warming or vaccine adherence, we consult - consciously or unconsciously - our moral system of values. Extracting
and analysing moral content from user-generated text or public discourse, in general, is critical to understanding the decision-making
process of individuals while getting a large scale perspective of
evolving narratives [14]. The Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) was
created to explain morality across cultures [7]. The theory initially
proposed five foundations, namely care, fairness, loyalty, authority,
and sanctity, while more recently, the theory was enhanced with a
new sixth dimension: liberty.
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MFT theoretical framework presents libertarians to have a unique
moral-psychological profile, endorsing the principle of liberty as an
end and devaluing many of the moral concerns typically endorsed
by conservatives. Libertarianism is a political philosophy and movement that upholds liberty as a core principle [3] and express the
extreme side of the liberty moral foundation. Analysing the psychological dispositions of libertarians, Iyer et al. [9], found that
libertarians are consistently less concerned about individual-level
concerns such as harm, benevolence, and altruism. They are also
much less concerned with group-level moral issues, for instance,
conformity, loyalty, and tradition, that are typically associated with
conservative morality. Libertarians’ cognitive style is presented to
depend less on emotion and more on reason than conservatives. In
a study carried out in more than ten countries, [10] found that one
of the most reliable differences between liberals and conservatives
is that individuals susceptible to threat and resistant to change
typically find greater comfort in conservative rather than liberal
ideologies.
MFT is broadly adopted in the computational social science field
since it defines a clear taxonomy of values together with a term dictionary, the Moral Foundations Dictionary (MFD) [6], an essential
resource for natural language processing applications. The MFD
creators highlight the difficulty of creating such a resource since
linguistic, cultural, and historical context reflect on language usage.
Among the most significant limitations of the MFD, we have: (i)
a limited amount of lemmas and stem of words; (ii) "radical" lemmas rarely used in everyday language, for instance, "homologous".
and "apostasy"; and (iii) an association with a moral bi-polar scale,
so-called vice and virtue, but without any indication of polarity
or "strength". (iv) the "liberty" foundation is not considered due
to its very recent addition to the main theory. The MoralStrength
lexicon [1] addresses many of the shortcomings of MFD, expanding
the number of lemmas per foundation with more commonly used
terms introducing the notion of "moral polarity". Despite addressing the most critical shortcomings of the MFD and its efficiency in
generic moral prediction tasks [1], the MoralStrength lexicon does
not include the liberty foundation.
Here, we lay the groundwork for a linguistic resource that assesses the liberty moral dimension in people’s narratives. We consider the Wikipedia1 pages and their Conservapedia counterparts
as a natural experiment. While studies have shown that Wikipedia
articles exhibit a quality comparable to conventional encyclopedias,
it has been criticised by Christian conservatives to show strong
liberal bias [8], especially in controversial issues such as abortion,
homosexuality, and global warming. Conservapedia was created
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precisely to express the views of several conflicting topics according to right-conservative ideas2 . Seen through the lenses of our
theoretical framework, the Moral Foundations Theory, Conservapedia aims to defend the moral values that its readership believes
not adequately expressed in the respective Wikipedia pages. As
a starting step, we restrict our analysis to the categories that are
directly related to the political domain3 .
The scope of this study is to provide researchers with a resource
to gauge the moral value of liberty from the user-generated text.
Based on the well-established theoretical framework of MFT, we
combine a natural experiment approach with unsupervised machine learning techniques to derive a liberty lexicon based on online encyclopedia documents. Such lexicon will contribute to the
computational linguistic resources that tackle moral values in large,
user-generated corpora, given their importance to many current
social issues, among which the vaccination debate [5, 11].

2

DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS

We propose a machine learning approach where, without any apriori linguistic information, we will attempt to identify the linguistic
markers that characterize the expression of liberal and conservative
values. We are based on the assumption that editors of Conservapedia created a new entry on a topic they believed discussed on
Wikipedia in a very liberal way [8].
Starting from the title of each Conservapedia page, we searched
for the corresponding page in Wikipedia. We managed to align
more than 37,000 articles across Wikipedia and Conservapedia; of
these, about 28,000 pages share an identical title, while the remaining ones are aligned based on redirect pages. In total, the whole
corpus contains 106 million tokens and 558,000 unique words. We
performed additional filtering to address the political domain, using
page categories that refer to political issues. Also, to improve the
dataset’s quality, we have computed a length ratio that compares
the document lengths of a Wikipedia/Conservapedia pair. We define the ratio as the number of words in a Wikipedia document over
the number of terms of the Conservapedia pair. In this way, we
drop document pairs with a ratio higher than 10, resulting in 2,026
documents, 1,013 from Conservapedia and 1,013 from Wikipedia.
Basic preprocessing was performed on the original text, extracted
using WikiExtractor4 ; in particular, we removed stopwords, normalized tokens (e.g., transforming numeric expressions to num),
filtered punctuation and short words (i.e., terms shorter than three
letters).
Inspired by Turney et al. [15], we define two sets of seed words
representing the conservative and liberal orientation. Starting from
the liberty questionnaire [9], we crafted a set of seed words, shown
in Table 1, which are then used to expand the lexicon’s vocabulary.
Taking into account word frequency, we obtain an annotated lexicon that models libertarian and conservative word usage. Such a
resource can be employed to predict the presence and the polarity
of the “liberty” moral foundation in a previously unseen text. As in
Turney et al. [15], we compute each word’s polarity through a word
embedding model. To this end, we used gensim’s doc2vec [13] to
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obtain both document (not used in the experiments here reported)
and word vectors after lemmatizing the corpus with Spacy. We
used the default doc2vec options, but we increased the embeddings’
dimension to 300, a standard parameter setting.
Using the resulting word embedding model, we implemented a
lexicon generation method based on the cosine similarity between
the selected seed words and words from the available documents.
In this way, let 𝑆𝐶 be the set of seed words for the conservative
orientation, and 𝑆𝐿 the seed words for the liberal direction. We
compute the moral polarity of a word 𝑤𝑖 from the documents as
Õ
𝑤 𝑗 ∈𝑆𝐿

sim(𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤 𝑗 ) −

Õ

sim(𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑘 )

𝑤𝑘 ∈𝑆𝐶

where sim is the cosine similarity, as computed by the word embedding model. The polarity is positive if 𝑤𝑖 is related to the liberal seed
words and negative if the relation occurs towards the conservative
seed words. To obtain the polarities, we use the word embedding
model we trained on our full dataset (before category filtering) to
ensure that the word usage characterization of the embeddings is
more accurate than that of a pre-trained model.
Table 1: Words used as seed words for the lexicon generation
method. Words in bold originate from the questionnaire proposed by Iyer et al. [9].
Libertarian seed words
liberty, society, free, freedom, choice, equal, reformist,
libertarian, rational, broad-minded, high-minded, indulgent,
intelligent, reasonable, unbiased, unbigoted, unconventional.
Conservative seed words
private, property, norm, tradition, conserve, nation,
traditional, right, conventional, orthodox, preserve, national,
army, family, bank, capital, republican, country

3

PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Even if at an early stage, our approach shows promising results;
Figure 1 depicts the exploratory view of the word frequency distribution in the political category pages of the two encyclopedias:
Conservapedia and Wikipedia. Both axes correspond to the rank
frequency with which a term occurs in the respective category
of documents in Wikipedia (horizontal axis) and Conservapedia
(vertical axis). The rank increases from left to right and low to high.
Hence, at the top right of Figure 1, we find the most commonly
used words by both communities. Respectively, the most common
words for Conservapedia and Wikipedia are represented at the top
left and bottom right.
We can notice marked differences in word usage in the two
resources: Wikipedia authors tend to use more objective/neutral
words (affordable care, american politician), in addition to many
non-political terms. In Conservapedia prevail derogatory terms
such as rino, which stands for “Republican In Name Only", and
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Figure 1: Visualization of words and phrase distributions in Wikipedia and Conservapedia sample of the corpus [12]. Points
are colored red or blue based on the association of their corresponding terms with Conservapedia or Wikipedia. The most
associated terms are listed under “Top Conservapedia” and “Top Wikipedia” headings.
Democrat Party, but also topics of high concern to the conservative
community such as the homosexual agenda, communist manifesto,
and fetal tissue.
Table 2: Top ten lemmas for the liberal and the conservative
side, ordered by polarity value, and three selected, indicative
high-ranking terms from both sides.
Top 10 Liberal terms

Top 10 Conservative terms

absurd
honest
irrational
energetic
misunderstand
economics
fairness
inappropriate
crazy
innate
agnostic
scientifically
atheism

cemetery
diocese
territory
province
treasury
mansion
monastery
principality
church
kingdom
heritage
directorate
force

2.41
2.35
2.30
2.19
1.96
1.90
1.89
1.87
1.86
1.81
1.69
1.53
1.46

-2.49
-2.35
-2.29
-2.24
-2.09
-2.04
-2.02
-2.01
-2.00
-1.99
-1.55
- 1.52
-1.34

Following the embedding-based approach with our initial seed
lemmas, we derive a lexicon that encodes the linguistic range of
the “liberty” dimension in this corpus. Table 2 shows the top ten
emerging lemmas per dimension ranked by absolute moral polarity, while the last three elements per dimension are manually

selected. Despite the brevity of the excerpt, we can draw some
initial remarks. Liberal terms are more related to economy (economics), emotional and cognitive states (absurd, honest, energetic,
irrational), and moral reasoning (irrational, fairness). On the Conservative side, the lemmas are in general about property-owning
(territory, mansion), religious views (cemetery, diocese), and authority (principality, kingdom). Both sides exhibit terms that are in
line with the psychological profiles depicted in the moral and political psychology literature [4, 9, 10]. Going through the emerged
elements, we continue to encounter words that are constant with
each side’s moral profiles. The full generated lexicon is available at
https://github.com/oaraque/moral-foundations.
Importantly, we notice the extent to which the selection of seed
words impacts the resulting lexicon. For instance, since many adjectives are included in the libertarian seed words (e.g., reformist,
rational, broad-minded), the lexicon has a prevalence of adjectives
with higher polarity for both sides. Additionally, the inclusion of
some words loosely related to religion in the conservative seed set,
such as tradition and orthodox, causes some high-polarity conservative terms are associated with this topic. The term “orthodox"
was initially included in the list of seed words as a synonym of
conservative, in the general sense of “conforming to the canon of
a philosophical current”. This calls for careful refining of the seed
words employed for the lexicon creation and better embeddings
that take different word senses into account.
The proposed model is based on word embeddings known to
express the hidden distributional relations of words; in real-life
applications with high possible societal impact, we want to make
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sure that we adequately express concrete concepts. In this case,
“irrational” is not an adjective that characterises the libertarian
profile according to the literature. The inclusion of additional data
sources and improved strategies for expanding the lexicon should
help filter these outliers.
This study’s future steps include methodological improvements
to address the current lexicon shortcomings and a more sophisticated approach to seed word generation. Enhancing the lexicon
with sentiment scores [2] will improve the interpretability of the
resource when employed to analyse complex societal discourses.
Moreover, we aim to extend this approach to other categories of
pages to capture different liberty dimension’s nuances, such as
economic and societal. Finally, we acknowledge the conceptual
limitation of our approach; Wikipedia strives for a neutral point
of view, avoiding the claim of an objective and immutable truth.
With its vast author population, Wikipedia is likely to express the
viewpoints of the entire conservative-libertarian spectrum. The
proposed setup is one of the few large-scale, open-source text corpora, where the same concepts are presented in two distinct ways,
fine-tuned to express a different set of moral values.
Libertarian values are essential in understanding decision making in a variety of contexts. Quantifying the expressed moral in
user-generated text from social media, news journals, or even online fora will help unveil the drivers of moral judgments towards
critical social issues, such as poverty, radicalisation, and vaccine
adherence.
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